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ABSTRACT
Measurements were made of the terminal velocity of a 
slender circular cylinder moving transversely to its axis at 
low Reynolds number in a fluid bounded by a rectangular 
container. The measurements are compared to theoretical 
results in four limiting cases: (1) a cylinder of infinite
length in an unbounded fluid, (2) a cylinder of finite 
length (but large length to diameter ratio) in an unbounded 
fluid, a cylinder of finite length moving midway between 
infinite plane parallel boundaries when (3) the boundary 
influence is strong, and (4) when the boundary influence is 
weak. The effects of other boundaries are shown to be small. 
Empirical correction terms are presented and the practical 
limitations of the theoretical solutions are discussed. The 
most important result is that when the boundary influence is 
strong, there is an unexpectedly large correction term due 
to the finite length of the cylinder. In these experiments 
the Reynolds number based on cylinder length ranges from 
8.1 to 0.06 5 and the ratio of sidewall boundary separation 
to cylinder length ranges from 18 to 0.022.
CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION
A. Statement of the Problem
Consider the problem illustrated in Fig. 1: A rectan­
gular container of length 2b, width 2h, and height 2s is 
filled with a homogeneous, incompressible, Newtonian fluid 
(i.e., a fluid in which the viscous stress tensor is pro­
portional to the rate of strain tensor). The fluid has a 
density p and a kinematic viscosity v which are presumed to 
be functions of temperature only. A solid circular cylinder 
of length 2I and diameter 2a has its longitudinal axis par­
allel to the top and bottom of the container and parallel 
to and midway between the sidewalls. The midpoint of the 
cylinder is midway between the endwalls, and the cylinder 
axis is a distance s^ . from the top and s^ from the bottom. 
The cylinder moves with velocity U transverse to its axis 
and parallel to the sidewalls. It is presumed that the 
length to diameter ratio of the cylinder is large and that 
the Reynolds number is small.
B. Theoretical and Experimental Background
1. The Reynolds number and viscous length
In considering the motion of an object in a viscous 
fluid, the dimensionless parameter of primary importance 
is the Reynolds number, defined as
1
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Figure 1
Notation and Coordinate System for a 
Circular Cylinder of Finite Length Moving 
Through a Viscous Fluid Bounded 
by a Rectangular Container.
R = UL/V ,
where U is a characteristic velocity, L is a characteristic
length, and v is the kinematic viscosity of the fluid. It
is convenient for comparison to think of the Reynolds number
as the ratio of the typical body length L to a viscous
length 6 = v/U. The viscous length gives an estimate of
the range of the viscous forces. Thus, when the Reynolds
number is small, the viscous forces extend many body lengths
from the object. It is not surprising, therefore, that the
presence of boundaries many body lengths from an object can
influence its motion.
In recent years there has been an increase of interest
in the motion of bodies at low Reynolds number and in the
influence of boundaries on the motion. Much of the interest
1 2is due to biophysical applications. '
2. The equations of low Reynolds number flow
The drag is that part of the total force exerted by the 
fluid on the object opposite to the direction of motion.
It is calculated by summing the fluid stresses across the
—y ->*
fluid-solid interface once the velocity u(r,t) and the pres­
sure p(r,t) at every point r in the fluid are known. In the 
coordinate system established in Fig. 1, |r| = (x2+y2+z2) 2
is the radial distance from the center of the cylinder to 
an arbitrary point in the fluid. u(r,t) and p(r,t) are 
determined from the Navier-Stokes equation
p3u/3t + p(u*V)u = -Vp + F + yV2u , (1)
the continuity equation for an incompressible fluid
V *u = 0 , (2 )
and appropriate boundary conditions. For viscous flow in the 
presence of boundaries, the primary boundary condition is 
that the layer of fluid in contact with a solid surface has 
the same velocity as the surface, the so-called "no-slip" 
condition. F is the body force per unit volume and y = pv.
If F is conservative, it may be expressed as the negative 
gradient of a scalar potential function and combined with 
the pressure to form the modified pressure.
For steady flow (3u/3t = 0) at very low Reynolds number, 
the viscous forces predominate and Eq. (1) can be approximated
as
who first used it as an approximation to the full Navier- 
Stokes equation. The condition necessary for Eq. (3) to be 
valid, namely that the Reynolds number R << 1, is called the 
Stokes approximation or the condition for Stokes flow (or 
creeping flow). Stokes successfully solved Eq. (3) for the 
three dimensional problem of uniform flow past a sphere.
He attempted to solve the two dimensional problem of flow
0 = -Vp + yV2u (3)
where p is now the modified pressure. Equation (3) is
3
referred to as the Stokes equation because it was Stokes
past a cylinder of infinite length but was unable to find a 
solution for the velocity field which satisfied the boundary 
condition that the velocity be finite as |r| -* °°. This was 
interpreted to mean that there was no stable flow pattern 
for the cylinder; however, experiments showed this conclu­
sion to be incorrect. The non-existence of a solution to 
Eq. (3) for two dimensional flow in a fluid of infinite 
extent has become known as the Stokes paradox.
In re-examining Stokes' solution for streaming flow past 
4
a sphere, Oseen deduced that while close to the sphere the 
Stokes approximation is valid, far from the sphere where the 
relative fluid motions become small the inertial forces 
become comparable in magnitude to the viscous forces. He 
approximated the inertial forces by replacing (u*V)u by 
( U . v ) u ,  where U is the free-stream velocity. The resulting 
equations are known as Oseen's equations:
p(U*V)u = -Vp + yV2u , (4)
where p is the modified pressure.
3. The limiting cases of the general problem
A complete solution for the general problem presented 
in section A has not been attained. However, solutions are 
available for several limiting cases.
a. Cylinder of infinite length in an unbounded fluid 
(b,h,£,s -> °°, R = 2aU/v << 1)
In this case, inertia cannot be neglected, because of
b5
Stokes paradox. Lamb obtained an approximate solution of 
the steady Oseen equations for this case; his expression for 
the drag can be written as
D = F/47TyU = {h - Y - £n(aU/4v)}-1 = a , (5)
where F is the drag per unit length and y = 0.577 216... is 
Euler's constant. Kaplun^, in a pioneering development of 
the method of matched asymptotic expansions, extended Lamb's 
solution to obtain
D = a (1 - 0.87a2) . (6)K
Measurements of the drag per unit length on a cylinder
7 8have been performed by Tritton , by Jayaweera and Mason , and
9
by Huner and Hussey . The experiment of Huner has shown 
agreement with Kaplun's solution (to within 1%) for 
R = 2aU/v < 0.5. Huner showed that for 0.23 < R < 2.6,
boundary effects can be made small (< 0 . 1%) . However, the 
effect of finite length (for t/a - 46) was considerable, 
ranging from 1.7% at R = 2.6 to 6.6% at R = 0.23. Agreement 
with Kaplun's solution was obtained after empirical extrap­
olation to infinite length.
b. Cylinder of finite length in an unbounded fluid 
(b,h,s °°, a<<£, R^ = 2£U/v <<1)
The study of the Stokes drag on cylinders of finite 
length has concentrated primarily on long, slender cylinders 
(t>>a). In the analytical technique employed most fre­
quently in recent studies, the slender body is represented
by a distribution of singular point forces. This results 
in the following integral equation for the velocity u(r):
uj (r) = J^G. . (r ,s) F . (s) ds (7)
-I ^
where s is the centerline of the body, F(s) is the force per
unit length acting on the body, and G_^(r,s) is the Green's
function appropriate to the geometry of the problem and the
no-slip boundary condition. G. .(r,s) is composed of a linear
D
combination of the fundamental solution of the Stokes equa­
tions (i.e., the velocity and pressure fields corresponding 
to a unit point force) and its higher order moments. An 
erudite discussion of the technique is given by Chwang and 
Wu10. Burgers^ first applied the technique to axial flow
around a cylinder. His result was improved upon by 
12 13Broersma . Hancock used a similar approach to model the
motion of flagellated micro-organisms. This paper is of
historical importance because it was here that Hancock
coined the term "stokeslet" for the fundamental solution of
the Stokes equations. More recently, this technique has
14 15been used by Tillet and Cox for transverse flow about 
a finite, slender cylinder. Their results for the dimen­
sionless drag per unit length are identical and can be 
written
D = e - 0.193e2 , (8)
— 1 16 where e = {ln(2l/a)}~ . Batchelor has obtained results for
the transverse and longitudinal drag on slender bodies of
8arbitrary cross-sectional shape. When specialized to the 
case of transverse motion of circular cylinder, his result 
is
D„ = £ - 0.19 3s 2 + 0.215e3 . (9)
1 7This result has been confirmed exactly by Keller and Rubinow .
Batchelor has pointed out that similar equations correct to
order s , such as Eq. (8), are limited in accuracy even for
large values of Z/a. Indeed, the numerical integration of
18Eq. (7) by Russel, et al shows a significant departure 
from Eq. (9) for s > 0.15. From the drawing presented by 
Russel, et al (their Fig. 3) we have obtained the following 
approximate expression:
Dn = e - 0.193e2 + 0.215s3 + 0.97s4 (10)X\
which represents their results reasonably well for s < 0.275.
To our knowledge there are no experimental values 
available for direct comparison with Eqs. (9) and (10). The 
data that most nearly approach this limiting case are those 
of de Mestre3 ,^ for which the sidewall boundary effect is 
weak. However, since these data were taken with a fixed 
value of h, it is not clear how to extrapolate to the 
unbounded case. If the influence of the sidewalls is 
ignored, the data of de Mestre give values of D consistantly 
higher than Eq. (10).
yc. Cylinder of infinite length midway between infinite 
plane sidewalls (b,£,s -*■ °°, R<<1)
The drag on a cylinder of infinite length moving midway
between two plane, parallel walls of infinite extent separated
20 21by a distance 2h has been obtained by Faxen , by Takaisi ,
22and by Harper and Chang . This problem presents the added 
mathematical complication of applying the no-slip boundary 
condition at each wall. In the coordinate system of Fig. 1, 
the flow is steady and the boundary conditions for the 
velocity are
u = u = 0 at |rI 2 = x2+z2 = a2 (11a)x z 11
u = U, u = 0  at x = ±h (lib)
Z X
u = U , u :=0 at z -* . (11c)z x
Iterative application of a mirror image technique results
in a divergent series. As he had done with the problem of
23a sphere moving between parallel walls , Faxen applied an 
integral transform which produces a convergent series and 
allows the boundary conditions to be applied simultaneously.
It is convenient to express his solution of the Stokes 
equations in terms of the inverse dimensionless drag 
cj) = 4-rryU/F = D-1:
<p = ln(h/a) - 0.9157 + 1.7244 (a/h) 2 + ... . (12)
Takaisi considered the same problem but began with the Oseen
equations. In the limit of low Reynolds number, his solu­
tion for the inverse dimensionless drag is
10
<J)T = ln(h/a) - 0.9156 . (13)
Harper and Chang used the method of matched asymptotic 
expansions to treat the more general problem of a cylinder 
not midway between the sidewalls. When restricted to the 
present case, their solution becomes
Thus, the three different theoretical approaches to this 
case give results that are in substantial agreement.
d. Cylinder of finite length midway between infinite 
plane sidewalls (b,s 00, a.«t, R^<<1)
Theoretical results are available for two limiting 
cases: the strong boundary limit (h<<£) and the weak bound­
ary limit (£<<h). Katz, Blake, and P a v e r i - F o n t a n a ^  have 
used slender body theory to analyze several problems 
involving the motion of slender bodies near plane bound­
aries for which <x<<h<<£. For the present case their result 
is
Since this result agrees with Eq. (13), it appears that the 
condition h<<£ and the assumptions made in applying slender 
body theory to the cylinder of finite length are equivalent 
to assuming infinite length (i.e., end effects are neglected).
cf) = In(h/ci) - 0.92 . (14)
<f) = ln(2h/a) - 1.609 = ln(h/a) - 0.916 . (15)
II
The weak boundary case (l<<h) has been analyzed by 
19de Mestre , who obtained the result
D = e - 0.19 3e 2 + 1. 339e2£/h . (16)
25Brenner has obtained a general formula for weak boundary 
effects on a particle at low Reynolds number. His result
3
(correct to the order of (£/h) ) can be written
F/F = {1 - k (21F /6-rryUh) + 0(£/h)3}-1 (17)
'  CO CO
where 2t is the "length" of the particle, F is the drag per 
unit length, F^ is the value of F for the particle moving 
with velocity U through an unbounded fluid, and k is a 
dimensionless factor depending on the shape of the bound­
aries but not on the shape of the particle. From Faxen's
23result for the sphere , Brenner found that for a particle 
moving midway between infinite, plane, parallel walls, 
k = 1.004 . If we set F^ = 47T|jUe:(1 - 0.193e) = 47ryUDoo and
3
neglect terms of order e £/h, then Brenner's formula pro­
duces de Mestre's result. Thus, it appears that de Mestre's 
result for the weak boundary case is equivalent to consid­
ering the cylinder as a particle of characteristic dimen­
sion t.
Experimental results for cylinders moving midway 
between plane walls have been obtained by White2**, de Mestre3-^ ,
9
and Huner . Their results are compared with Eq. (15),
Eq. (12), and White's empirical curve
12
<j) = 0 .853 ln(h/a) (18)
in Fig. 2. White's experiments were performed in medicinal
paraffin with wall separations of 1 cm and 2.5 cm. The
Reynolds number based on diameter ranged from 0.003 to 0.3
while that based on length ranged from 0.4 8 to 6.51. The
experiments of de Mestre were performed in liquid glucose
2
of nominal kinematic viscosity 40 cm /sec with 2h = 30.2 cm.
The Reynolds number based on diameter varies from 0.000 3 to
0.003 while that based on length varies from 0.036 to 0.18.
Huner's experiments were performed in a silicone fluid with
2
a nominal kinematic viscosity of 1 cm /sec with wall separa­
tions ranging from 1.3 cm to 2 5.8 cm. The Reynolds number 
based on diameter ranged from 0.16 to 0.94 while that based 
on length ranged from 2.31 to 40.2. The data of de Mestre 
and most of the data of Huner were obtained with h > I so 
they should not be expected to agree with Eq. (15); moreover,
Huner's results were obtained at relatively high Reynolds 
numbers. However, the data of White and some of the data 
of Huner were obtained with h < H, and Huner1s results 
approach White's results as h/t is reduced. For small 
values of h/t, the experimental results give significantly 
larger values of <j> than predicted by Eq. (15).
The weak boundary data of de Mestre are compared with 
Eq. (16) in Fig. 3. Although the agreement is fair, the 
experimental values of (D/D^) - 1 are consistently higher
13
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Values of the Inverse Dimensionless Drag cf> From 
Previous Experiments Compared with the Theoretical 
Results of Faxen, Takaisi, Katz et al, and the 
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Data Connect Points of Constant Cylinder Length.
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than expected from Eq. (16). Huner also observed higher
values of the drag than those predicted by Eq. (16). He
-r> -i
found that varied linearly with h “ rather than h as
predicted in Eqs. (16) and (17). From this he constructed
an empirical wall correction given by
Uro/U = 1  + 3.60 (a/h) 2 (l/a) (v/2aU) , (19)
where U is the velocity of the cvlinder in the unboundedCC a -*
fluid and U is the velocity in the presence of boundaries.
e. Cylinder of finite length approaching an infinite 
plane boundary (b,h,s -► °°, a<<Z, R^<<1)
2 7
This problem has been treated by de Mestre and Russel'- . 
They obtained an expression for the drag valid for s^ >> a. 
When the effect of the bottom boundary is weak (s^ >> Z) , 
their expression can be written
D = e - 0 . 1 9 3 e + k e W  (20)
where W = 2 arcsinh (£/s^) + {1 + {s^/Z)^} '2. When the 
boundary effect is strong, their expression becomes
D = (ln(2sb/a) - l}"1 . (21)
Equation (21) has also been obtained by Lighthill-*- and by 
Katz, et al^.
16
C. The Present Experiment
We report here measurements of the terminal velocity of 
slender cylinders moving transversely at low Reynolds number 
in a tank similar to that shown in Fig. 1. The fluid did 
not completely fill the container, so the top boundary was 
a free surface. We shall assume (subject to empirical test) 
that the effects of the top and bottom boundaries and of 
the endwalls can be neglected. Therefore, we are concerned 
primarily with the effects of the sidewall boundaries and of 
the finite length of the cylinder.
CHAPTER II
EXPERIMENT
Terminal velocity measurements were made photoelectri- 
cally by a time-of-flight technique similar to that de-
q
scribed by Huner . The experiments were performed m  a glass- 
walled tank of inside dimensions 2b = 50 cm, 2h = 25.8 cm, and 
2s = 30 cm, which was filled to a depth of 25 cm with sili­
cone oil. The tank was equipped with movable, reinforced 
Plexiglas walls which allowed variation of the sidewall 
boundary separation 2h from 20 cm to 0.292 cm. The walls 
were fastened to the top cover of the tank and fitted with 
spacers at their lower corners to ensure parallelism. The 
tank was also equipped with movable endwalls to allow con­
tinuous variation of the length of the tank from 2b = 50 cm 
to 2b = 20 cm at both 2h = 25.8 cm and 2h = 0.878 cm.
The experimental set-up is shown schematically in 
Fig. 4. A cylinder of length 21 and diameter 2a is shown 
as it falls with terminal velocity U. After being released 
2 cm below the fluid surface, the cylinder fell 8 cm before 
reaching the first of two timing points defined by focused 
laser beams. The beam of a Metrologic model 6 20 laser was 
expanded by a beam expander (A) and then brought to a focus 
at the midplane of the fall space by a lens (B). The re­
expanding beam was collimated by lens (C), and then dis­
placed downward about 5 cm by an Aerotech model ABD-195 
beam director where another lens (D) refocused the beam to
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Sketch of the Experimental Setup.
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the midplane of the fall space. Two simple lenses (E) were 
used to focus the re-emerging light onto a photodetector. 
Lenses (B), (C), and (D) were binocular objectives of diam­
eter 35 mm. The details of the photodetector electronics 
can be found in Williams' dissertation^. The upper timing 
point was 10 cm (±0.5 cm) below the free surface of the 
fluid and the lower timing point was 10 cm (±0.2 cm) above 
the bottom of the tank. Upon falling through the timing 
points, the cylinder momentarily blocked the light reaching 
the photodetector. The period between the resulting voltage 
pulses was displayed on a timer-counter (Hewlett-Packard 
5326 B). Times-of-flight were measured to 0.01 msec; they 
ranged from 1.189 sec to 22.09 sec and were typically repro­
ducible to 0.1%, although for the smallest diameter rods 
and for some of those which had to be dropped manually the 
standard deviations ranged as high as 0.4%.
The scattering of the laser beam in the fluid was 
sufficient to observe the beam at the focal points to be 
less than 0.1 mm in diameter. The separation of the focal 
points was then determined with a cathetometer to ±0.0 5 mm. 
From the measured spacing of the focal points and the time 
of flight, the cylinder velocity U was calculated to an 
accuracy of 0.1% to 0.5% including the temperature correction 
(see subsequent discussion).
The cylinder dimensions are given in Table I. The 
cylinders used were of three types: The first type (Groups
I, II, IV, VI, and VIII) was made from steel drill blanks
20
TABLE: i
EXPERIMENTAL PARAMETERS
Rod 2a 21 F V P
# cm cm dyn/cm cm2/sec g/cm3
IA 0.09868 4.206 52.60 4. 005 0.9643
B 0. 09804 1. 920 51. 88 4. 005 0. 9643
IIA 0.08827 3. 846 42.63 4. 005 0.9643
B 0.08814 2. 431 42. 58 4. 005 0. 9643
C 0.08839 2. 032 42. 70 4. 005 0.9643
D 0.08839 1. 750 42. 64 4. 005 0.9643
IIIA 0.07900 30.640 33. 36 4. 065 0.9650
B 0.07940 3.835 33. 30 4.066 0.9650
C 0.07920 1. 979 33.26 4.069 0.9650
IVA 0.07061 1. 613 26.29 3. 994 0.9642
VA 0.06375 15.240 22. 43 4. 027 0.9646
B 0.06384 7. 816 22. 40 4.027 0.9646
C 0.06388 2. 697 22. 62 4. 019 0.9645
D 0.06375 1. 610 22.45 4. 019 0.9645
VIA 0.05271 2. 598 15. 00 3. 994 0.9642
VIIA 0.03956 15.230 8.76 4.027 0.9646
B 0.03952 9.134 8.79 4. 026 0.9646
C 0.03962 2.644 8. 82 4. 019 0.9645
VII IA 0.03423 1.951 6.48 3. 990 0.9642
B 0.03423 1.100 6.41 3.986 0.9641
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(American Standard Twist Drill numbers 61, 65, 70, 75, and 
80). The second type (Groups V and VII) was made from steel 
K.O. pins. The third type (Group III) was made from preci­
sion diameter stainless steel shafting. Various lengths 
were used for all diameters except Groups IV and VI. The 
ends were ground flat and perpendicular to the axis.
Lengths were measured to ±0.036 mm with a travelling micro­
scope and the diameters were measured with micrometer cali­
pers to ±0.0025 mm.
Figure 4 also shows the solenoid release mechanism.
The ferrous cylinders were held in place on a magnetized, 
pointed, soft iron rod. When the release button was pressed, 
the solenoid drew the rod upward dropping the cylinder. The 
bottom of the dropper was designed for level release and 
minimum surface contact. Before the cylinder was released, 
a travelling alignment telescope was used to ensure that the 
cylinders were centered between the walls and that the cyl­
inder axis was parallel to them. The release button also 
triggered the control circuitry (a 555 IC timer in a mono­
stable mode with variable time constant) which maintained 
current to the solenoid until the cylinder has passed the 
second beam. Before each experiment, the cylinders and any 
ferrous objects used to handle them were passed through a 
degaussing coil. A non-magnetic cylinder (Group III) was 
released by holding it symmetrically about its midpoint with 
a double-jawed clamp (similar to those used for drying 35 mm 
photographic film) and carefully opening the clamp.
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Since the cylinder falls at its terminal velocity, the 
drag is equal to the difference between the weight of the 
cylinder and the buoyant force of the fluid on the cylinder. 
This effective weight was determined, in most cases, as the 
product of the effective mass and the local gravitational 
acceleration g (979.35 cm/sec2). An analytical balance 
accurate to ±0.1 mg was used to measure the effective 
masses. The cylinders were suspended in a sample of the 
fluid from a thin wire carriage. Since it was necessary to 
measure the effective mass of the carriage, the overall un­
certainty in the effective mass of the cylinders was ±0.2 mg. 
For rods IIIA, VA, VIIA, and VIIB the drag per unit length 
F was calculated from the mass and dimensions of the cyl­
inders and the density of the fluid. On the average the 
measured effective masses were less than2  ^ the calculated 
effective masses by 0.3%. A difference of as much as ±5% 
was noted for the smallest diameter cylinders. Values of 
the effective weights ranged from 1022 dynes to 7.05 dynes. 
Table I gives the values of F for the cylinders.
A silicone oil of nominal kinematic viscosity 
v = 4 cmvsec was used. Viscosities were determined with 
a Cannon-Fenske routine viscometer immersed in a controlled 
temperature bath over a temperature range 21° to 29°C.
While the reproducibility of the viscosity measurements was 
better than 0.1%, the absolute viscosity is known to only
300.25% because of uncertainty in the standard of viscosity 
The fluid density p was measured over the same range by
^ J
measuring the buoyant force on a mass of known volume with 
an analytical balance accurate to ±0.1 mg. The temperature 
dependence of the fluid density and viscosity are well repre­
sented by the equations
p = 0.9642(1.0194 - 8.09xl0“4T) g/cm3, and (22)
v = 3.994(1.4445 - 0.01852T) cm2/sec (23)
where T is temperature in °C.
The temperature variation of the fluid was about 0.3°C 
over a typical 8 hr experimental period. The terminal 
velocity U was observed to depend on the temperature through 
the temperature dependence of the viscosity. The velocities 
were adjusted to the same temperature by means of the 
equation
U(Tq) = U(T) [1 + a (Tq - T)]^ f (24)
where T is the temperature at which the measurement was made,
Tq is the reference temperature (the mean temperature for 
all drops of the cylinder), and a=v--*-1 dv/dT | =1. 8x10  ^(°C)"3 
(see Appendix I). Since the temperature drift was small, the 
resulting adjustment in the velocity was also small (<0.5%) .
The fluid density and viscosity were determined at TQ .
These values also appear in Table I.
The measurements of the wall separation 2h were made 
with a travelling microscope to an accuracy of ±0.036 mm 
or with vernier calipers to an accuracy of ±0.025 mm. The
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uncertainty of these measurements ranged from ±0.005 cm to 
±0.05 cm, and was typically ±0.02 cm.
The uncertainty in the dimensionless drag, calculated 
from the experimental values of U, y, and F, was approxi­
mately 0.5%, although an uncertainty of 1.6% was noted for 
cylinder VIIIB at the smallest wall separation (2h =
0.29 2 cm).
CHAPTER III
RESULTS
A. Presentation of Data
The measured values of the cylinder velocity U are 
presented in Table II. Each value given in the table is an 
average of 8 trials. Our data cover the following range of 
parameters:
0.00195 < R < 0.102 , 0.0651 < R^ < 8.11 ,
0.0166 < Rh = 2hU/v < 20.6 , 19.6 < l/a < 388 ,
0.0220 < h/l < 18.2 , and 2.96 < h/a < 584 .
Values of the inverse dimensionless drag <p, calculated from 
the data of Tables I and II, are shown in Fig. 5. Compari­
son between Figs. 2 and 5 indicates that our data are con-
2 6sistent with the earlier experimental results of White and 
g
Huner . The data show that there is a smooth transition 
between a region in which the sidewall boundary dominates 
the flow (the strong boundary region) and a region in which 
the boundary influence is weak.
B, The Strong Boundary Region
The experimental values of cj) in the strong boundary 
region are consistently higher than predicted by the theo­
retical expressions (Eqs. (12), (13), (14), and (15)) in
spite of the concurrence of these expressions for both finite 
and infinite length cylinders. The key to understanding this
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TABLE II
EFFECT OF THE SIDEWALL BOUNDARIES
U (cm/sec)
2h= 2h= 2h= 2h= 2h= 2h= 2h= 2h= 2h=
# 0.292cm 0.674cm 0.878cm 1.409cm
IA 0.685 1.613 1.922 2.493
B 0.802 1.755 2.052 2.566
IIA 0.644 1.418 1.672 2.135
B 0.701 1.493 1.745 2.190
C 0.729 1.525 1.772 2.202
D 0.750 1.545 1.788 2.201
I IIA --- 0 .984 --- ---
B --- 1.167 --- ---
C --- 1.226 --- ---
IV 0.579 1.077 1.237 1.486
VA --- --- 0.906 ---
B --- --- 0 .948 ---
C --- --- 1.038 ---
D --- --- 1.073 ---
VI 0.385 0.679 0.773 0.932
VIIA --- --- 0.437 ---
B --- --- 0.449 ---
C --- --- 0.489 ---
□I IIA 0.227 0.361 0.396 0.461
B 0.236 0.359 0.391 0.440
1.977cm 4.434cm 6.297cm 8.915cm 20.00cm
2.865 3.650 3.875 3.984 4 .127
2.854 3.377 3.506 3.558 3.647
2.435 3.059 3.245 3.336 3.457
2.453 2.954 3 .090 3.150 3.248
2.448 2.895 3.010 3.064 3.151
2.429 2.829 2.939 2.978 3.058
1.619 1.876 1.932 1.965 2.013
1.295 --- 1.855 1.974 2.144
1.353 --- 1.898 1.990 2.103
1.424 ---- 1.811 1.858 1.906
1.420 --- 1.676 1.700 1.732
1.025 1.228 1.278 1.308 1.354
0.588 --- 0.808 0 .860 0.935
0.605 --- 0.819 0.864 0 .921
0.638 --- 0 .786 0.805 0.825
--- --- 0 .587 0.598 0.610
--- --- 0.518 0 .522 0.527
to
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difference is the dependence of the velocity on cylinder 
length. Examination of the data in Table II shows that when 
the boundary influence is weak (large h), the cylinder 
velocity U at fixed h increases with increasing length, but 
when the boundary influence is strong (small h), U at fixed 
h decreases with increasing length. Figure 6 shows a plot 
of cj) as a function of l/2t for the cylinders in Groups II 
and V at 2h = 20.00 cm and 2h = 0.87 8 cm. The dashed lines 
emphasize the change in the length dependence of 4) between 
the weak boundary region and the strong boundary region.
The theoretical expressions assume that the cylinder is long 
enough for end effects to be neglected. The experimental 
results indicate that for finite cylinders, this assumption 
is not a good one, even for length to diameter ratios as 
large as 388.
In the strong boundary region, the difference between
the observed and the theoretical values of <J> is found to be
—1/3proportional to I . An empirical correlation of the data 
is presented in Fig. 7. The powers of £, h, and a were 
chosen to obtain the best correlation and are thought to be 
reliable to ±0.02. From the data in Fig. 7, we can construct 
an empirical length correction term
<J> = 1.298a0 *20h0 '13£"0*33 , (25)c
which is added to the theoretical result:
d> = In(h/a) - 0.9157 + <j> . (26)0 c
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When the length correction term is subtracted from the exper­
imental values of <P, there is good agreement with Eq. (15) 
as shown in Fig. 8. The data of White also agree well with 
Eq. (26).
It remains to find the criteria that determine the limits 
of the strong boundary region. Examination of the data in 
Table II shows that the most important parameter is the ratio 
of the boundary separation h to the cylinder length I. For 
the longer cylinders, the inversion of the length dependence 
of U occurs at larger values of h than for the shorter ones, 
and the inversion takes place when h and I are approximately 
equal. However, there is also a weak dependence on Reynolds 
number. We have found that the condition
3 = (h/I) (2hU/v)Ja < 1  (27)
is necessary for the experimental values of (p to be within 
5% of Eq. (26). The parameter 8 not only determines the 
limit of the strong boundary region but also correlates 
well the difference between the experimental values of <J> 
not in the strong boundary region and the values given by 
Eq. (26); this result is shown in Fig. 9, which also includes 
some of de Mestre's data.
The fact that Eq. (26) depends only on geometrical pa­
rameters assures us that it expresses a Stokes flow result .
Furthermore, the departure of cf) from Eq. (26), as shown in 
Fig. 9, is linear in the parameter 8, so an inertial cor­
rection term can be appended to Eq. (26)
$-
1,
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An Empirical Correlation of the Departure of 
the Data From the Straight Line in Fig. 8. The Closed 
Symbols are the Data of de Mestre. The Other Symbols 
are the Same as in Fig. 5. $ is the Correction Term,
Eq. (25), and <J) is Takaisi's Result, Eq. (13).
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<P = <Pe ~ 0.04443 (28)
where <|> is defined in Eq. (26) and 6 is defined in Eq. (27). 
We have not explored the limits of Eq. (28), but it extends 
surprisingly far into the weak boundary region, at least to 
8 = 6 .
Some of the data of Huner satisfy Eq. (27) but do not 
agree well with Eqs. (26) or (28). However, Huner1s results 
were obtained at relatively high Reynolds number. It appears 
that a second condition, namely
Rh = (2hU/v) < 5 , (29)
is necessary to exclude Huner's data. For Eq. (26) to be 
valid, it is not necessary that R^, the Reynolds number 
based on length, be extremely small; values of R^ as large 
as 7.5 were obtained in the boundary dominated region. The 
inequalities (27) and (29) express the limits of the strong 
boundary region.
C. The Weak Boundary Region
All the data not in the strong boundary region are
considered to be in the weak boundary region. Values of the
inverse dimensionless drag <|> in this region were found to
- 2
vary linearly with t/h. This is in contrast with the h
9
dependence observed at higher Reynolds number by Huner .
Let be the dimensionless drag in the limit h -*■ °°, and
let <b = D- .^ Values of <b were obtained by a nonlinear
T 00 00 T 00 wt
bb
31least squares fit of the experimental values of <J> to the 
function dro (l - A(£/h)), with d ^  and A as the fitting param­
eters. The results are shown in Fig. 10, in which the 
solid line, a least squares fit with zero intercept, is 
given by
D /D = 1 - 0.886 (1/h) D . (30)
CO 0 0
Equation (30) differs from the results of Brenner (Eq. (17)) 
and de Mestre (Eq. (16)) only by a numerical factor (0.886 
instead of 1.339). Equation (30) may be interpreted as 
confirming that Brenner's result applies to a cylinder of 
length 2Z, but the characteristic length must be taken as
0.662£ instead of t. The fact that the correlation expressed 
in Eq. (30) employs only and geometrical factors and is
similar in form to Brenner's general formula suggests that 
the flow is a Stokes flow; however, the limiting value Dto 
does depend upon the Reynolds number, and the consequences 
of this dependence will be discussed subsequently.
The relation between the present data in the weak 
boundary region and the data of Huner was explored by fitting 
both sets of data to the function d = d ^  - B(£/h)n . A non­
linear least squares fit was used with d^f B, and n as the 
fitting parameters. Let be the value of U in the limit
h ->■ °°, and let R = 2a.Uoo/v, and = 2£Uoo/v. can be
calculated from the values of d , F, and y. The values of
00
d , B, n, and the corresponding Reynolds numbers are presented 
in Tables III and IV for the present experiment and the
BRENNER
SLOPE = 0 . 8 8 6
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D c o ^ / h
Figure 10
An Empirical Correlation of the Data in the 
Weak Boundary Region Compared with the 
Theoretical Result of Brenner, Eq. (17). 
The Symbols are the Same as in Fig. 5.
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TABLE III
WEAK BOUNDARY RESULTS FIT TO 
THE FUNCTION <J)=<()oo - B(£/h)n
Rod # (J)^ B n R R^
IA 3.919 0 .563 1.09 0.105 4 .461
B 3.458 0.816 1.23 0.090 1.771
IIA 4.061 0.646 1.04 0 .079 3.425
B 3 .780 0 .784 1.11 0.073 2.013
C 3 .649 0.840 1.11 0 .071 1.628
D 3 .536 0.887 1.14 0.069 1.357
IVA 3.755 0 .984 1.17 0 .036 0.824
VC 4 .171 0 .755 1.22 0.031 1.300
D 3.788 0 .986 1.36 0.028 0.699
VIA 4 .477 0.885 1.02 0 .018 0 .903
VIIC 4 .639 0.796 1.15 0 .008 0.552
VIIIA 4.622 0.833 1.08 0 .005 0.303
B 3.987 0.941 1.36 0.004 0.146
TABLE IV
WEAK BOUNDARY RESULTS FOR THE 
EXPERIMENT OF HUNER FIT TO THE 
FUNCTION <|>=<|> - B (l/h) n
2 a 
(cm)
21
(cm)
F
(dynes/cm) o^o B n R
0.09868 4 .206 51.37 2.440 0 .046 1. 81 0 .946
'L
40.33
0.09804 1.920 52.23 2.314 0 .120 1.99 0 .906 17.75
0 .09779 1.670 51.61 2.316 0 .139 2.29 0 .894 15.27
0 .08827 3.846 42.47 2 . 584 0 .060 1. 80 0 .741 32.29
0.08814 2.431 42.58 2.536 0 .099 1.97 0.728 20 .08
0.08839 1.750 42.81 2.475 0 .152 2.16 0 .716 14.18
0.08910 0.833 42.91 2.282 0 .381 1.68 0 .667 6. 24
0.07060 1.544 26.77 2. 827 0 .249 2.14 0.409 8.94
0.07030 0.729 26.33 2 . 576 0 .902 2.45 0 .365 3.78
0.05271 2.598 15.00 3 . 509 0 .205 1.78 0 .212 10 .46
0.05290 1.786 15.08 3.381 0 .321 1. 80 0 .206 6.96
0.05260 1.433 14.63 3 .371 0 .421 2.04 0 .198 5.40
0.05245 1.0998 14.60 3 .278 0 .590 2.07 0.192 4.03
0.05250 0 .747 15 .60 2 .909 1.009 2.10 0 .182 2.59
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32experiment of Huner , respectively. The exponent n was 
found to be approximately 2 for R > 0.18 and approximately 
1 for R < 0.12. Values of the slope B are shown in Fig. 11; 
for R^ < 3, B is independent of R^, but for R^ > 3, B varies 
as The latter result is consistent with the empirical
sidewall correction given by Huner (Eq. (19)), which can be 
written
(P/cp^  = 1 - 3.60(a/l)l'2(l/h)2R^1 . (31)
Furthermore, it is apparent from Fig. 11 that the data for 
cylinders IA and IIA are in a transition region between the 
two extremes; this explains the lower values of 1 - (D^/D) 
for these data shown in Fig. 10. Consequently, the data for 
these two cylinders were not used in the determination of 
the slope of the line in Fig. 10. However, the extrapolated 
values for these two cylinders were within 1% of the 
values calculated from Eq. (30), so the extrapolated values 
were used in the subsequent analysis.
D. Limiting Cases
1. Finite cylinder in an unbounded fluid
The results of the previous section allow us to obtain 
values for D^, the drag in an unbounded fluid. These values 
and corresponding values of the Reynolds number based on 
diameter R = 2aUoo/v and that based on length R^> = 2£Uoo/v 
are presented in Table V. They are found to be consistently
10.0
DEMESTRE
A = 0.886O
0.10
0.01
10.0 100.0
Figure 11
Weak Boundary Results of the Present Experiment 
(Open Symbols) and the Experiment of Huner 
(Closed Symbols) for the Slope B in the 
Equation cj) = (J^ -B (£/h) n .
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TABLE V
LIMITING VALUES FOR THE DRAG
finite t; h -*
Rod #
IA
B
D
00
0.2525
0.2838
R
0.1058 
0.0922
4.509
1.805
D0
0.2253 
0.2244
IIA 0.2450 0.0790 3.442 0.2149
B 0.2618 0.0738 2.034 0.2145
C 0.2715 0.0715 1.644 0 . 2148
D 0.2798 0.0693 1.372 0.2142
IVA 0.2630 0 .0365 0 .834 0.1905
VA 0.1872 0.0389 9.288 0.1796
B 0.2029 0.0359 4.390 0.1871
C 0.2353 0.0314 1.324 0.1893
D 0.2586 0.0283 0 .714 0.1847
VIA 0.2229 0 .0184 0 .904 0.1735
711A 0.1700 0.0104 3 .994 0.1604
B 0.1812 0 .0098 2.255 0.1648
C 0.2130 0.0084 0.559 0 .1596
[IIA 0.2151 0.0053 0 .304 0.1451
B 0.2474 0 .0046 0.148 0.1367
R0
0.1186 
0 .1166
0.0901 
0 .0900 
0 .0904 
0 .0905
0 .0504
0.0405 
0.0389 
0 .0390 
0 .0396
0 .0236
0.0110 
0 .0108 
0.0112
0.0079 
0 .0083
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higher than the values calculated from the theoretical 
expressions of Batchelor (Eq. (9)) and Russel (Eq. (10)).
The difference between the experimental and theoretical 
values is found to increase with increasing Reynolds number 
R^ as shown in Fig. 12. Moreover, when the data of de Mestre 
are extrapolated to infinite h by means of Eq. (30), his 
results, also shown in Fig. 12, are consistent with ours.
The departure from the theoretical expression of Russel can 
be expressed by a simple function of R^,
Dro = DR (l + 0.062(R£)^ ) , (32)
where D_. is given by Eq. (10) . Figure 13 shows the values K.
of D^, with the dependence on R^ from Eq. (32) extracted, 
plotted versus the slender body parameter e = (ln(2l/a.)) \
For comparison, the data of de Mestre, extrapolated to 
infinite h by means of Eq. (30), and the theoretical curves 
of Batchelor and Russel, et al, for which R^ << 1, are also 
shown in Fig. 13. From this comparison, the agreement of 
our results with theory for practical values of e and the 
consistency of our data with the data of de Mestre are clear.
2. Infinite cylinder in an unbounded fluid
g
Huner extrapolated to infinite length by means of the 
following empirical expression:
Dn/D = 1 + 1.36(a/l)R~5/8 , (33)u u
Rj2 = 2 ^Uc0/ z/
Figure 12
The Approach of the Extrapolated Values to
the Theoretical Result D of Russel, et al,K
Eq. (10). The Closed Symbols are the Data of 
de Mestre Extrapolated to Infinite 
h by Means of Eq. (30) .
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The Extrapolated Values of D^, with the 
Dependence on From Fig. 12 Extracted, 
Compared with the Theoretical Curves of 
Batchelor, Eq. (.9) , and Russel, et al, 
Eq. (10), over the Experimental Range 
of e = (£n(2£/a))
where is the drag on a cylinder of finite length in an 
unbounded fluid, is the drag on a cylinder of infinite 
length in an unbounded fluid, and Rq = 2aU^/v is based on 
the velocity of the cylinder of infinite length. Huner's 
expression was obtained at higher values of R where end 
effects are smaller, so it should not be expected to apply 
to our data. However, when values of Dq are calculated from 
the values of in Table V by means of Huner1s formula, they 
are found to agree reasonably well with the theoretical ex­
pressions of Kaplun (Eq. (6)) and Lamb (Eq. (5)) as shown 
in Fig. 14. Therefore, Huner1s formula is at least approxi­
mately valid for R^ as low as 0.0079. On the other hand, 
the correction to infinite length by means of Eq. (33) becomes 
quite large at small R, amounting to 48% of for Rg=0.0083 
and l/a = 32. Moreover, the use of Eq. (30) is complicated 
by the fact that iteration is needed to obtain R^.
E. Effects of Other Boundaries
The effect of the endwall boundaries was studied exper­
imentally by measuring the terminal velocity U of the 
cylinders in Group V for three different values of 2b (50,
30, and 20 cm) at two different sidewall separations 
(2h = 25.8 cm and 0.878 cm). The results are given in Table 
VI and Fig. 15. It is apparent that U is not very sensitive 
to the position of the endwalls, particularly when h is 
small. Although the data are sparse, Fig. 15 shows that 
they are represented approximately by
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Figure 14
Comparison of the Theoretical Curves of Kaplan, 
Eq. (6), and Lamb, Eq. (5), with the Results 
of the Present Experiment Extrapolated to 
Infinite Cylinder Length by Means of Eq. (33).
TABLE VI 
EFFECT OF ENDWALL BOUNDARIES 
v = 3.992 cm^/sec and p = 0.9642 g/cm^
____________________ U (cm/sec)__________
Rod 2h = 25.8 cm 2h = 0.87 8 cm
# 2b-*» 2b=50cm 2b=30cm 2b=20cm 2b->°° 2b=50cm 2b=30cm 2b=20cm
VA 2.20 4 2.19 3 2.170 2.121 0.905 0.9 01 0.90 2 0.889
B 2.141 2.130 2.134 2.107 0.943 0.943 0.942 0.938
C 1.902 1.901 1.911 1.903 1.035 1.033 1.032 1.031
D 1.756 1.738 1.747 1.738 1.070 1.067 1.069 1.067
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S L O P E  = 0 . 0
S Y M B O L L E N G T H
O 15.240 c m
A 7 . 8 1 6  c m
□ 2 . 6 9 7  c mo 1.6 1 O c m
S H A D E D  * 2 h = 0 . 8 7 8  c m  
U N S H A D E D  * 2 h =  2 5 . 8 c m
An Empirical Correlation of the 
Data for the Endwall Effects 
on the Cylinders in Group V.
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1 - (U/t^) = 0.011 l3/4(b - I)'1 , (34)
where is the limiting value of U as b + The values of
are presented in Table VI. For the data in Table II, for 
which 2b = 50 cm, the endwall correction is small in every 
case. The worst case is cylinder IIIA, for which the cor­
rection is 0.6%. For most of the data, the correction is 
less than 0.1%. Therefore, the influence of the endwalls was 
neglected.
The effect of the bottom boundary has been studied in
33a separate experiment by Chen , who used stroboscopic 
photography to observe the cylinder as it decelerated in its 
approach to the bottom. This experiment covered the range 
0.0154 < R < 2.86 and 0.37 < < 122. The result of inter­
est here is that if the cylinder is not too close to the 
bottom, the relative change in the velocity is given by
1 - (U/U2) = 0.60(A/sb)2 , (35)
where A = 2a(£/a)0 *675R ^ *4 and U2 is the limiting value of 
U as sb °°. Again, the worst case occurs for cylinder IIIA, 
for which the relative change in velocity calculated from 
Eq. (35) is 2.4% at s^ = 10 cm and 1.0% at s^ = 15 cm. For 
most of the data, the calculated changes are less than 1%. 
Furthermore, Chen's results were obtained at 2h = 25.8 cm; 
it is likely that for small h, where the sidewall boundary 
dominates the flow, the bottom wall will have less influence 
than implied by Eq. (35), similar to the reduced influence
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of the endwalls at small h as indicated by Eq. (34). However, 
this conjecture has not been examined experimentally. The 
effect of the free surface at the top was not studied in 
detail by Chen, but was observed to be approximately of the 
same magnitude as the effect of the bottom wall. We estimate 
that the combined influence of the top surface and the 
bottom wall on the average velocity of the cylinder over 
the central 5 cm flight path was at most 3% and typically 1% 
or less. This influence also was neglected.
CHAPTER IV 
SUMMARY AND DISCUSSION
We gather here the principal results . In the strong
boundary region, defined by (h/Z)(2hU/v) 4 < 1 and 2hU/v < 5,
the inverse dimensionless drag <J> = 4iTyU/F is given by
(j)e = In (h/a) - 0.9157 + 1. 298 (a/h) 1/5(h/l) 1/3 . (26)
Data near the strong boundary region are well correlated by 
an inertial correction to Eq. (26)
<!> = <(> - 0.0444(h/£) (2hU/v)^ . (28)
When the sidewall boundary influence is weak, the dimension-
less drag D = cf)  ^is given by
D /D = 1 - 0.886(£/h)D , (30)
oo co
where D is the value of D as h -> 00. D is found to depend
weakly on the Reynolds number = 2£Uoo/v and to approach
18the value of D obtained by Russel, et al through the
R
expression
= D (1 + 0.062R^) (32)
where D is given by Eq. (10). In the weak boundary region 
R
the dependence of D on R^, h/l, and 1/cl can be obtained by 
eliminating D^ between Eqs. (30) and (32):
__________ (1 + 0 .06 2 R^)Dr   ^ (36)
1 - 0.886(£/h)(1 + 0.062R|)DR 
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Equation (36) summarizes our 69 data points in the weak 
boundary region with an accuracy of about 2%. Dro can also 
be related to the solution of Kaplun, Eq. (6), by means of 
the empirical correction of Huner, Eq. (33), but iteration 
is required and the correction is large at small R.
Our results show that the effect of finite length on 
cylinder drag at low Reynolds number can be significant, and 
that the length dependence of the drag changes sign as one 
passes from the weak to the strong boundary region. A 
qualitative explanation for the sign change can be obtained 
by extending a model introduced by Huner. Huner suggested 
that the drag be considered as the sum of two parts: the
drag on the central portion of the cylinder, proportional to 
the velocity U and the length 2£; and the drag on the ends, 
proportional to U and to a viscous length A << £. Consider 
a similar model in which A is no longer necessarily small 
compared to £ and in which the drag on the central portion 
is proportional to the difference (£-A), i.e., end effects 
are no longer considered to be small. The drag can now be 
written
2£F = 47ryUC (2£-2A) + 4TTyUC (2A) (37)
m  e
where C and C are proportionality factors for the middle m e
and the end, respectively. The dimensionless drag can thus 
be written
D = F/47ryU = C + (C - C ) (A/£) . (38)m e m
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Therefore, the change in sign of the length dependence of D 
is due to the change in the relative size of the proportion­
ality factors C and C .J m e
The experimental results allow us to state the limits 
of the theoretical solutions summarized in the introduction. 
First, consider the solutions obtained by Faxen, Takaisi,
Harper and Chang, and Katz, et al. These solutions are 
essentially identical, at least for h > 6a; we represent 
them all by the expression of Takaisi, Eq. (13). In order 
for the experimental result <J> to be within 5% of Takaisi's 
result cj)T , the following inequality must hold;
1.298(a/h)1/5(h/l)1/3 < 0.05(ln(h/a) - 0.9156) . (39)
This expression can be rearranged to obtain
l/a > 1.75 X 104 (h/a)0 * 4 (in(0,4h/a))”3 . (40)
This inequality is a very severe restriction. At h/a = 100, 
the length to diameter ratio l/a must exceed 2200 and at 
h/a = 10, l/a must exceed 16,500 for the inequality to be 
satisfied. Clearly, the length correction term, Eq. (25), 
cannot be neglected for most cases of practical interest.
Consider next the limits on the solution of Kaplun.
We shall assume that the length correction formula of Huner,
Eq. (33) , is at least approximately correct. In order for 
the length correction to be less than 5% of Dq , the following 
inequality must hold:
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l/a > 25.9 Rq5/8 . (41)
-2
Thus, at Rq = 10 , the length to diameter ratio l/a must
- 4
exceed 461 and at Rq = 10 , l/a must exceed 8190 for the
inequality to be satisfied. For a cylinder of fixed l/a,
Eq. (41) provides a low R limit for Kaplun’s solution to be 
valid within 5%. The high R limit of Kaplun's solution is 
obtained from Huner's empirical fit to his experimental 
results:
(D/Dk) - 1 = 0.514(1 - exp(-R)) c 4 / D k  , (42)
which is valid for R < 3. Equation (42) implies that R must
be less than 1 for the deviation from Eq. (6) to be less
than 5%.
The validity of the solutions of Russel and Batchelor 
depends on R^ as shown in Figs. 12 and 13 and Eq. (32). For 
these solutions to be valid within 5%, R^ must be less than 
0.65. The influence of the boundaries can be made less than 
5% by means of the relations expressed in Eqs. (30), (34),
and (35). For the sidewalls,
h/l > 18.7 (43)
where D can be calculated from Eq. (32) or Eq. (33) (with
00
Dn = D ); for the endwalls,U K
h/l > 1 + ((h/D^/4.5) ; (44)
and for the bottom,
sh/l > 6.93(a/£)°*325r“°*4 . (45)
The dependence of this last inequality on a Reynolds number 
indicates that it is not a Stokes flow result; it may not be 
valid for R^ < 0.37, which is the lower limit of Chen's 
experiment. The 5% criterion chosen here to express the 
limits of the theoretical expressions is purely arbitrary 
and can be made more (or less) stringent as one pleases; 
however, there is a lower limit (approximately 1%) set by 
the accuracy of the data and the size of the neglected 
boundary effects.
In summary, we have explored experimentally the 
application of the theoretical solutions given in Chapter 
I to a finite cylinder in a fluid of finite extent, and 
have obtained empirical results that allow explicit state­
ments of the limits of these solutions. The most severe 
limitation occurs in the application of Eqs. (12) - (15)
to the case in which the sidewall boundaries strongly 
influence the flow.
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APPENDIX I
DERIVATION OF THE 
VELOCITY-TEMPERATURE CORRECTION
Assume that the cylinder velocity U(T) depends on the 
fluid temperature T only through the temperature dependence 
of the kinematic viscosity v(T). It was found that U varied 
accurately with v 2. Thus, we can write
U(T) = c v (T) , (Al)
where c is a constant of proportionality. The viscosity was 
found to vary linearly with the temperature over the narrow
range of temperatures of this experiment:
v(T) = vQ + (dv/dT)T , (A2)
where vQ and (dv/dT) < 0 are constants. Expand Eq. (Al) 
in a Taylor series about some reference temperature TQ :
00
U(T) = U(Tq) + I (dnU/dTn)| (T-T0)n/n! . (A3)
n=l T=Tq
Since dv/dT is a constant, we can define
a(T0) = -v(T0)~1 (dv/dT) ; (A4)
therefore,
dnU/dTn = (-l)nv(TQ)na(TQ)ndnU/dvn . (A5)
Further, noting that U(T0) = c v(T0)
dnU/dTn | = U(T0)(-1)2n(2n-l)!!a(T0)n/2n , (A6)
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where (2n-l)!! = 1•3•5•...•(2n-l). Thus,
00
U(T)=U(Tq){1 + I (-1)n (2n-l)!![a(Tq)(T0-T)]n/2nn!} (A7)
n=l
34This infinite sura can be written in closed form :
U(T) = U (Tq) [1 + a (Tq) (T0-T)]-Js ; (A8)
or, finally,
U (Tq) = U (T) [ 1 + a (Tq) (T0-T) ] ^  . (A9)
APPENDIX II
DATA ANALYSIS PROGRAM
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C T I T L E  -  D A T A D I D
C
C PURPOSE -  DATA REDUCTI ON AND A N A L Y S I S  FOR T I M E - O F - F L  I GHT CKATA
C OF WALL EFFECT ON C Y L I N D E R  DRAG AT LOW REYNOLDS NUMBER
C
C I N P U T  (FOR EACH C Y L I N D E R )
C NSEP -  NUMBER OF WALL SEPARATI ONS
C RODNO -  8 CHARACTER C Y L I NDE R D E S I G N A T I O N
C N F I T  -  NUMBER OF DATA POI N T S  USED I N  ' C U R F I T *
C I F  N P I T  = Or  FALSE VALUES OF F I T  PARAMETERS ARE GENERATED
C FOR CAL C UL AT I ON PURPOSES
C H -  ARRAY OF WALL SEPARATI ON VALUES
C Z -  ARRAY OF FALL SPACI NGS
C DH -  ARRAY OF U N C E R T A I N T I E S  OF H
C G -  LOCAL G R A V I T A T I O N A L  ACCELERATI ON
C RHnO -  I NTERCEPT OF DENS I T Y - T E MP E R A T U R E  L I N E
C ARHO -  SLOPE OF DENS I T Y - T E M P E R A T U R E  L I N E
C V I S C O -  I NTERCEPT OF V I S C O S I T Y - T E M P E R A T U R E  L I N E
C A V I S C  -  SLOPE OF V I S C O S I T Y - T E M P E R A T U R E  L I N E
C AMASS -  CY L I N D E R  MASS I N  A I R
C Al_ -  CY L I N D E R  LENGTH
C D -  CY L I N D E R  DI AMETER
C APWT -  C Y L I N D E R  MASS I N  F L I U D
C I F  APWT = 0 THEN APWT I S  CALCULATED I NT E RNAL L Y  FROM
C AMASS? C Y L I N D E R  GEOMETRY AND F L I U D  D E N S I T Y
C TAtJ -  ARRAY OF T I ME S  OF F L I G H T
C T -  ARRAY OF TEMPERATURES
I M P L I C I T  R E A L * M A - H r O - Z )
DI MENS I ON H ( 1 0 ) ?  Z ( 1 0 ) ?  T A U ( 10? 8 ) ? T ( 1 0 , 8 ) ? T A U T ( 1 0 , 8 ) ?
1 U ( L 0 )  ? R E ( 1 0 ) ? R E L ( 1 0 ) t C 0 ( 1 0 )  ?CDT ( 1 0 ) ? R E H ( 1 0 ) , V I S L T H ( 1 0 ) ?
2 T A V G ( 1 0 ) ? D E L T ( 1 0 ) ? H P D ( 1 0 ) ? D H ( 1 0 ) ? DO( 1 0 ) ?
3BETA ( 10 ) ? GAMMA ( 10 ) ?PHI  ( 10 ) ?CHI  ( 10 ) , PS I ( 10 ) , E TA ( 10 ) ? X I ( 10 )■?■
4 S 0 ( 8 ) ? D U ( 1 0 )  , H l ( 1 0  ) ? P H I T ( 1 0 ) ?  C ( 1 0 )  ?S I G M A C ( 10 ) ? D E L T A C ( 1 0  )
C . .  . I N P U T
1 R F A D ( 5 ? 1 0 0 , E M D = 9 9 ) NSEP? RODNO?NFI T
100  Ft )RMAT ( I 1 ? A 8 ? I 1 )
READ( 8 ? 2 0 0 ) ( H ( I  ) ?Z(  I ) ? D H ( I  )?1 = 1 , NSEP)
2 0 0  F O R M A T ( F 1 0 . 4 , F 9 . 4 ? F ] 0 . 4 )
REA0(  8 , BOO ) G ? R H O O , A R H O ? V I S C O , A V I S C  
3 0 0  F U U M T  ( i~l . 3 ? F 8  . 6? E l ?  . 6 ? F 8 . A ? F 8 . 6 )
RFAD(  8 ? AOO) AMASS ?AL ?D?APWT 
' ', 0 FUR"-'A T ( '‘F 10 .8 )
R F A') ( 8? 8 0 0  ) ( ( TAU ( I ?.J ) ? T ( I , J ) ,.J = ] ? 8 ) , 1 = 1 ?NSEP )
-0 0 FORMAT ( 1 - 1 0 . 8 ?  - 1 0 . 2 )
c • • •
c
c . • •
C • • o
600
2
650
3
C
C • • •
c
c
c • . •
700
CALCULATE C Y L I N D E R  PROPE RT I E S  AND F L I U D  PROPE RT I E S  V I A  8GOOP«  
CALL G O O P ! N S E P , G , R H O O , A R H O , V I  SCO,  
l A V I S C » A M A S S , A L , D » r , T O , D E L T O , A N U » A M U » R H O ,
2 D R A G , F P L , A L P H A , D N S 1 Y , V I S V E L , A P W T , D F S Q , S O )
O U T P U T
C Y L I N D E R  P ROPERT I ES  AND F L I U D  P ROPERT I ES  
I F ( N S F P . E Q . l ) GO TO 2
W R I T E ! 6 , 6 0 0  ) RODNO, AMASS, A L , D , D N S T Y , APWT, DRAG,
£ F P L , m , D E L T O , R H O , A I M U ,  AMU, ALPHA  
FORMAT ( 1 I  1 , T 5 9  , « * * * * •  . A8 , ' * * * * • / / •  1 , T 5 7  , ' ’-"ROD P R O P E R T I E S - 1! / /
1 ' ' ,  ' MASS=« , F 1 0  . 5 , 7 5 6 , ' L E N G T H = ' ,
2 F 1 0 . 5 , T 8 1 , • D I A M E T E R = ' , F 1 0 . 5 / * ' , • DENS I T Y = ' ,  F 10 . 5  ,
3 T 2 7 , 1 D R A G ( M ) = ' , F 1 0 . 5 , T 5 4 ,  * DRAG ( C ) = 1 ,  F 10 ,  5 , T8 I  , ' DRAG/ L  ENGTH*= 8 ,
4 F L O . 5 / / '  1 , T 5 6 , ‘ - F L U I D  P R O P E R T I E S * ' / /
5 '  • , 1T 0 = ' , F 1 0  . 5 , T 2 0 ? ' $ T 0 = ' , F 1 0 . 5 , T 3 6 , 1 DENS I T Y = ' , F 1 0 . 5 , T 5 5 ,
6 ' NU = '  , F 10 . 5  , T 6 9  » ' M U = ' , F 1 0 . 5 , T 8 3 , ' A L P H A = ' , 1  PE 1 0 . 4 / )
GO TO 3
W R I T E ( 6 , 6  5 0 ) RODNO, AMA SS, A L » D , D N S T Y , A P W T , D R A G  ,
£ F P L , r c i , O E L T O , R H O , A N U ,  AMU,  ALPHA 
F ORMAT( ' O ' , / / , T 5 9 , ' * * * * • , A 8 , • * * * * < / / »  • , T 5 7 , ' * ROD P R O P E R T I B S * ' / /
1 ' • , « M A S S = ' , F 1 0  . 5 , T 5 6 , ' L E N G T H = » ,
2 F 1 0 . 5 , T 8 1 , ' D I A M E T E R * ' , F 1 0 . 5 / «  ' ,  * DENS I T Y = 1 , F I 0 . 5 ,
3 T 2 7 ,  ' DRA G ( M ) = 1 , F 1 0 . 5 » T 5 4 ,  , DRAG( C)  = * , F 1 0 . 5 , T 8 1 ,  * DRA G / L  ENGTH*= 9 ,
4 F I  0 .  5 / / 1 ' , T 5 6 , ' * F L U I D  P R O P E R T I E S * ' / /
5 • • , ' T 0 = ' , F I  0 . 5 , T 2 0 , ' $ T 0 = • , F 1 0 . 5 , T 3 6 , ' DENS I T Y = 6 , F I  0 . 5 , T 5 5 ,
6 ' NlJ = ' , F 1 0  . 5  , T 6 9 ,  »MU= ' , F 1 0 . 5 , T R 3 ,  1 A LPHA= ' , 1  PE 1 0 . 4 / )
CONTI NUE
CALCULATE DYNAMI C P ROPERT I ES  V I A  ' D I D D L E '
CALL D I D D L E ( T A U , T , A L » D , H , Z , T O , A N U , A M U , A M A S S ,
1 R H 0 , V I S V E L , T A U T , U , R E , R f c L , C O , C O T , A L P H A ,  DH,
2 8 ETA, GAMMA , P H I , C H I , R E H , V I S L T H , T A V G , D E L T ,
3 H P D , N S E P , S 0 , P S I , E T A , X I , P H I N F ,  D P I N F ,  N F I T ,
4 H 1 , D U , PH I T , C , S I G M A C , C H I S O R ,  DFSQ , D E L T A C )
OUTPUT DYNAMI C PROPERTI ES  
W R I T E ( 6 , 7 0 0 )
FORMAT( '  ' , T 5 5 , ' * D Y N A M I C  P R O P E R T I E S * • / / •  ' ,
1 T 4 6 , • TEMPERTURE- CORRECTED T I M E S - O F - F L I G H T • /
2*  • , T 5 , ' H ' , T 9 2 , ' AV E RAGE • , T 1 0 2 , ' S T D  D E V ' )
DO 8 1 0  1 = 1 , NSEP
W R I T E ! 6 , HOO) H { I ) , ( T A U T ! I , J ) , J = 1 , R ) , T A V G ( I ) , D E L T ( I )
7 
Q
8 0 0  FORMAT( ' ' ,  F 7 . 4 , 1 0 ( 2 X , F8 . 5  ) )
8 1 0  CONTI NUE
W R I T E ( 6 , 8 5 0 )
8 5 0  F O R M A T ! ' O ' , T 5 7 , ' F I X E D  P A R A M E T E R S ' / / '  * » T 5 ,
1 ' H ( C M ) ' , T 1 7 , *  U ( C M / S ) ' , T 3 0 , ' R E ' , 1 4 2 , « R E L ' , T 5 3  , ' REH« , T 6 5 ,
2 ' C U ( E ) ' ,  T 7 7 , ' C O ( T ) ' , T 8 8 , ' N U / U ( CM) ' , T 1 0 0 , ' L N <H / D ) • / )  
W R I T E ( 6 , 9 0 0 ) ( H ( I ) , U ( I ) , R E ( I ) , R E L ( I ) , R E H ( I  ) ,
SCO( I ) , C D T ( I ) , V I S L T H ( I ) , H P D ( I ) ,  1 = 1 , N S E P )
9 0 0  F C 1 R M A T ( 9 ( 1 X , F L 0 . 5 , 1 X ) / )
I F ( N S E P . L T . 3 )  GO TO 2 7 0 0
W R I T E ( 6 , 2 6 0 0 ) P H I N F , D P I N F ,  C H I S O R ,  C ( 2  ) , S I G M 4 C ( 2 )  f
S C ! 3 ) , S I G M A C ! 3 )
2 6 0 0  FORMAT( 9 • , T 5 8  ,  ' EXTRAPOLAT I ON ' / / '  • , ' PH I N F = ' , F 10 . 5 ,
1 2 X , ' S P I N F = ' , F 1 0 . 5 , 2 X ,  ' C H I S O R = « , 1  PE 1 5 . 6 / Y
2* ' » ' A = ' , E 1 5 . 6 , 2 X , ' $A = ' , E 1 5 . 6 / /
3 '  ' , ' E X = E l  5 . 6 , 2 X , • $ E X = ' , E 1 5 . 6 / )
W R I T E ! 6 , 2 4 0 0 )
2 4 0 0  FORMAT( '  ' , T 5 , ' H ( CM ) • ,  T 1 7 , 1 P H I  • , T 2 9 , ' PH I T  • / )
W R I T E ( 6 , 2 4 1 0 )  ( H ( I ) , PH I ( I ) , P H I T ( I ) ,  1 = 1 , NF  I T  )
2 4 1 0  F O R M A T ( 3 ( 1 X , F 1 0 . 5 , 1 X ) / )
GO TO 2 8 0 0  
2 7 0 0  W R I T E ( 6 , 2 9 0 0 )
2 9 0 0  FORMAT ( ' » , ' * * * B O G U S  VALUE OF PH' I NF —  ALL V AR I A B L E S  U S I N G  I T  
S '  A R t  Q U I T E  ERRONEOUS ^ ^ ^  ^ ^ ^ ^ ^  ^  £ • /  )
2 8 0 0  W R I T E ( 6 » 9  5 0 )
9 5 0  FORMAT( ' ' , T 5 5 , ' VAR I ABL E  P A R A M E T E R S ' / / '  ' , T 6 ,
1« H ( C M ) • , T 2 0 , ' B E T A '  , T 3 5 , ' G A M M A  • , T 5 1 , ' P H I • , T 6 6 ,  ' C H I • ,
2 T 8 1 , ' PS I ' , T 9 6 , ' E T A ' , T i l l , ' X I ' / )
W R I T E ( 6 , 1 0 0 0 ) ( H ( I  ) , B E T A ( I ) , GAMMA( I ) , PH I ( I ) , C H I ( I ) ,
S P S I ( I ) , E T A ( I ) , X I ( I ) , 1 = 1 , N S E P )
1 0 0 0  FORMAT( 8 ( 1 X , F 1 0 . 5 , 4 X ) / )
GO TO 1 
99  STOP
END
<Tt
UJ
SUBROUTI NE GOOP( N S E P , G, RHOO, ARHO,  V I  S CO,
1A VI  SC* AMASS *A'_ , D , T , T O , U t L T O , ANU, AMU, RHO,
2 D R A G , F P L , A L P H A , D N S T Y , V I S V E L , A P W T  » OF SO,  SO)
C
C A SUBROUTI NE TO CALCULATE T O , F L U I D
C PROPERTI ES AT T O , D R A G / L E N G T H , AND
C ' V I S C OU S  V E L O C I T Y '  FOR EACH ROD
C
DI MENS I ON T ( 1 0 , 8 ) , S O ( 8 )
T 0 = A V G 1 ( T , N S E P , 1 , 2 )
DFl . TO=S TDVI  ( T , T 0 , N S E P , 1  , S 0 , 2  )
D T S Q = ( D E L T O / T O ) * * 2
D V S 0 = 2 * (  ( 0  . 0 0 0 1 / D ) * * 2 )  + ( ( 0 . 0 0 3 6 / A L ) **2 )
DNSTY = A M A S S / ( 0  . 7 8  5 3 9  8 * A L * ( D * * 2  ) )
APWT=G*APWT  
R H O= R H OQ- ( A R H O* T O)
ANU= V I S C O - ( A V I S C * T O  )
DRAG=AMASS* G* (  1 , 0 - ( R H O / D N S T Y  ) )
C . . .  CALCULATE FPL I F  APWT = 0 . 0
I F ( A P W T . E O . O . O )  GO TO 2 0 0 0  
FPL= APWT / AL
D F S O = ( 0  . 1 9 5 8 7 0 /APWT ) * * 2  
GO TO 2 1 0 0
2 0 0 0  OF S Q = ? G * n 0 . l E - 0 7 )  + ( R H 0 * A M A S S / D N S T Y  ) * ( D T S Q  + D V S Q ) ) ) / DRAG  
2 1 0 0  A L P H A = A V I S C / A N U  
AMIJ= ANU*  RHO
V I S V E L = F P L / ( 1 2  . 5 6 6 3 7 1 * A M U )
RETURN
END
s. 
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SUBROUTI NE D I D D L E ( 1 A U , T , A L , D , H , Z , T O , A N U , A M U , A M A S S ,  
l R H O t V I S V E L » T A U T f U » R E » R E L r C D » C D l  . ALPHA ,  DH,
? B E T A , GA MMA , P H I , C H I , R E H , V I S L T H , T A V G , D E L T  T
3 H P 0 , N S E P . S Q . P S I r t T A . X I , P H I N F , DP I N F  » NF I T  ,
4  H 1 ♦ D U ,  P H I T , C , S I G M A C »  C H I S Q R ,  D F S O , DELT AC )
A SUBROUTI NE TO CALCULATE F L U I D  DYNAMI C  
P R O P E R T I E S .  B E T A , G A M M A , P H I , C H I , P S I , E T A , 6X1 ARE 
FREE PARAMETERS OF VARI ABL E D E F I N I T I O N .
DI  MENS I ON H ( 1 0 ) , Z ( 1 0 ) , T A U ( 1 0 , 8 ) , T ( 1 0 , 8 ) , T A U T ( 1 0 , 8 ) ,
1 U ( 1 0 ) , R E ( 1 0 ) , R E L ( 1 0 ) , C 0 ( 1 0 ) , C D T ( 1 0 ) , R E H { 1 C ) , V I S L T H ( 10 ) ,
2TA VG( 1 0 ) » Q E L T ( 1 0 ) , H P D ( 1 0 ) , D H ( 1 0 ) , D D ( 1 0 ) ,
3 B E T A ( 1 0 ) . GAMMA( 1 0 ) , P H I  ( 1 0 ) , C H I ( 1 0 ) ,  PS I ( 1 0 ) , E I A ( 1 0 ) . X I ( 1 0  U  
4 S 0 ( 8 ) , D U i 1 0 ) , H 1 ( 1 0 ) ,  P H I T ( I O ) ,  C ( 1 0 ) , S I G M A C ( 1 0 ) , D E L T A C ( 1 0 )
CALCULATE F I X E D  PARAMETERS AT EACH SEPARATI ON  
DO 1 2 0 0  I = 1 , N S E P  
DO 1 1 0 0  J = 1 , 8
T A U T ( I , J ) =  T A U ( I , J ) / S O R T ( 1 . O + A L P H A * ( T O - T (  I , J ) ) )
1 0 0  CONTI NUE
CORRECT T I MES OF F L I G H T  TO AVERAGE TEMPERATURE  
T A V G ( I ) = AVG1 ( T A U T , 8 , I , 1 )
A V G T = T A V G ( I )
D E L T ( I ) = S T D V 1 ( T A U T , A V G T , 8 , 1 , S Q , 1 )
IJ( I ) = 7. ( I ) / TA VG( I )
D E L Z = 0 . 0 0 5
D U ( I ) = U ( I ) * S Q R T (  ( DEL Z / Z ( I ) ) * * 2 + < D E L T ( I ) / T A V G ( I ) ) * * 2 )
H I ( I ) =  A L / H ( I )
VI  SL TH( I ) = ANIJ/U ( I  )
R E ( I ) = D / V I S L r H ( I )
R E L ( I ) = A L / V I S L T H ( I )
R E H ( I ) =  H ( I ) / V I S L T H I I )
C D{ I ) = V I S V E L / U (  I )
P H I ( I ) = 1 . 0 / C D (  I )
D L S Q = ( 0 . 0 0 3 6 / A L ) * * 2  
DMU S0 = 0 . 6 2 5 E - 0 5
DD( I ) = S O R T ( O M U S O + O L S O + D F S O + ( ( D U ( I ) / U ( I ) ) * * 2 ) )
H P D ( I ) = AL OG( H ( I ) / D )
CDT(  I ) = 1 . 0 / ( HPO( I ) - 0 . 9 1 5 7 )
2 0 0  C O N T I N U E l a t e   ^ V A R j ETY o e  GEOMETRI CAL PARAMETERS AND OTHER
. . .  PROPER)  I F  S RFLATEU TO ERROR PROPAGATI ON
E P S L N= 1 . 0 /  ( A L OG ( 2 • 0 *  A L /  D ) )
DR = FPSI  0 - ( I  . 0 - 0  . 1 9 3 - E P S L N + 0  . 2 1 5 * ( E P S L N * * 2 ) + 0 . 9 6 9 * ( E P S L N * * 3  M  
R| = V I S V ^ L *  ( AL /  ANU ) :;'- ( PH I ( 1 ) +0 . 0 4 4 3 0 * A L  )
AA=1 . 0  + 0 . 0 4 ? + ' SORT ( Rl )
c • • •
c © • •
2110
20
25
2200
2 3 0 0
C • • •
6 0
2 5 0 0
S I G E < > = < E P S L N * * 4 ) * ( D L S Q + (  ( 0 . 0 0 0 1 / D ) * * 2 )  )
S I G D R = S I G E P * (  ( 1 . 0 - E P S L N * ( 0 . 3 8 6 - ( 0 . 6 4 5 * E P S L N ) - 3 . 8 7 6 * ( E P S L N * X * 2 )  ) ) ) 
C C C = ( R L * * 2 ) * ( D F S Q + U L S 0 + 0 . 1 2 5 E - 0 2 )
DDD= ( ( V I S V E L * A L / A N U ) * * 2 ) * (  ( ( DD ( 1 ) / P H  I ( 1 ) ) * * 2  ) + 0  .  1 4 3 6 E - 0 2 * ( A i * * 2  ) ) 
EEE= ( ( ( RL + 0 . 0 4 4 3 * A L  ) * * 2 ) * 0 . 1 2 9 6 E - 0 4 )
S I GRL = CCC+ UDD+ EEE
A A A = S I G D R / ( ( D R * * 4 ) * ( A A * * 2 ) )
F F F = 0 . 6 4 0 1 E - 0 3 * ( ( S Q R T ( R L ) / (  ( A A * * 2 ) * D R )  ) *=4=2 )
BRB= S I G R L * ( ( 0 . 0 3 1 / ( S O R T ( R L ) * D R * ( A A * * 2 ) ) ) * * 2 )
EXTRAPOLATE V I A  ' C U R E I T *  TO I N F I N I T E  H I F  N F I T  GT 3 
I F  N F I T  LT 3 SET BOGUS VALUE FOR CALCULATI ONS  
I F I N S E P . L T . 3 )  GO TO 2 2 0 0  
CSOOLD = 0 .
FLAMDA = 0 . 0 0 1  
ERR= L . E - 5 
C ( I ) = 3 . 0  
C ( 2 ) = - 0 . 1  
C ( 3 ) = 1 .
S I G M A C ( 3 ) = 0 . 1  
DO 2 1 1 0  1 = 1 , 3  
D E L T A 0 ( I )  = 0 . 0 0 l  
DO 20 L = 1 , 1 0 0
CALL CI JRFI T  ( H I .  P H I  , D D » N F I T  , 2 ,  1 , C ,  D E L T AC,
£ S I G M A C , F L A M D A , P H I T , C H I S O R )
I F ( A 5 S ( C H I S 0 R  -  CS OOL D) . L E  . ERR -  C H I S O R )  GO TO 2 3 0 0  
CSOOLD = CHI SOR  
CONTI NUE  
W R I T E ( 6 , 2 5 )
FORMAT( 10 NO CONVERGENCE WI TH 1 0 0  I T E R A T I O N S • , / l H O )
STOP
P HI NF =  5 . 0  
GOTO 60 
PH I NF =  C ( 1 )
D P I N F = S I G M A C ( 1 )
CALCULATE V A R I A B L E  PARAMETERS  
DO 2 5 0 0  1 = 1 »NSEP 
BE T A( I ) = P H I N F * V I S V E L  
GAMMA( I ) = R E T A ( I ) * A L / A N U  
P S I ( I ) =R ET A ( I  ) * D / A N U
CHI  ( I K - A A A + R B B + 0 . 7 8 5 * ( D L S Q + (  ( D H ( I ) / H ( I ) ) * * 2  ) ) +F F F  
£ + 0 . 5 7 4  6 * (  ( A L / H (  I ) ) * * 2  )
CHI  ( I ) = S O R T ( C H I ( I ) )
ET A ( I ) = l . ( ) - (  PHI  ( I J / P H I N F )
X I ( I ) = 0  . 0 0 6 * (  ( D * (  ( A L / D ) * * 0 . 6 7 5 ) * ( R E L ( I ) * * ( - 0 . 4 )  ) ) * * 2 )
CONT INIJF 
RE TURN 
END
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SUBROUTI NE CUR*= I T  ( X ,  Y , S I G M A Y , N P T S , N T E R M S , M O D ' E , A , D E L T A A , S  I GMAA,  
C F L A M D A , Y F I T , C H I S O R )
PURPOSE
MAKE A LEAS T- SQUARES F I T  TO A N O N - L I N E A R  F UNCT I ON WI T H  
A L I N E A R I Z A T I O N  OF THE F I T T I N G  F U N C T I O N .
USAGE
CALL C U R F I T ( X , Y , S I G M A Y , N P T S , NT ERMS, MODE, A , D E L T A A »SI GMAAv  
F L A M D A , Y F I T , C H I S O R )
D E S C R I P T I O N  OF PARAMETERS
X -  ARRAY OF DATA P OI N T S  FOR I NDEPENDENT VARI ABL E
Y -  ARRAY OF DATA POI NT S  FOR DEPENDENT V ARI ABL E
SI GMAY -  ARRAY OF STANDARD D E V I A T I O N S  FOR Y DATA POI N T S
NPTS -  NUMBER OF P A I R S  OF DATA P OI N T S
N TERMS -  NUMBER OF PARAMETERS
MODE -  DETERMI NES METHOD OF WE I G H T I N G  LEAST- SQUARES F I T
+L ( I N S T R U M E N T A L )  W E I G H T ( I )  = 1 „ / S I G M A Y ( I ) * * 2
0 (NO W E I G H T I N G )  W E I G H T ( I )  = 1 .
- I  ( S T A T I S T I C A L )  W E I G H T ( I )  = l . / Y ( I )
A -  ARRAY OF PARAMETERS
DELT AA -  ARRAY OF I NCREMENTS FOR PARAMETERS A
SIGMAA -  ARRAY OF STANDARD D E V I A T I O N S  FOR PARAMETERS A
F' AMDA -  PROPORTI ON OF GRADI ENT SEARCH I NCLUDED
Y F I T  -  ARRAY OF CALCULATED VALUES OF Y
C CHI SOR -  REDUCED CHI  SQUARE FOR F I T
SUBROUTI NES AND F UNC T I ON SUBPROGRAMS REQUI RED  
F U M C T N ( X , I , A )
CVALUATES THE F I T T I N G  F UNC T I ON FOR THE I * T H  TERM 
F C H I S Q ( Y , S l G M A Y , N P T S , N F R E E , M O D E , Y F I T )
EVALUATES REDUCED CHI  SQUARE FOR F I T  TO DATA 
F D E R I V ( X , I , A , D E L T A A , N T E R M S , D E R I V )
FVALUATE3  THE D E R I V A T I V E S  OF THE F I T T I N G  FUNCT I ON  
FOR THE l * T H  TERM WI T H RESPECT TO EACH PARAMETER 
MAT I N V ( A R R A Y , N T E R M S , D E T )
I NVERTS A SYMMETRI C T WO - D I M E N S I O N A L  MAT RI X  OF DEGREE NTERMS 
AND CALCULATES I T S  DETERMI NANT
CTl
-J
C COMMENTS
C D I M E N S I O N  STATEMENT V A L I D  FOR NTERMS UP TO 10
C SET FLAMDA = 0 . 0 0 1  AT B E G I N N I N G  OF EARCH
C
R E A L * *  ARRAY, DSORT
D I M E N S I O N  X ( 1 0 ) , Y ( 1 0 ) , S I G M A Y ( 1 0 ) , A ( 1 0 > ,  D E L T A A ( 1 0 ) , S I G M A A ( 1 0 ) ,  
6 Y F I T ( 1 0 )
D I M E N S I O N  W E I G H T { 1 0 0 ) , A L P H A ( 1 0 , 1 0 ) , BET A { 1 0 ) , D E R I V ( 1 0 ) ,  
f. A R R A Y ( 1 0 , 1 0 )  » B ( 10 )
11 NFREE = NPTS -  NTERMS
I F ( M F R E E )  1 3 , 1 3 , 2 0  
13 CHI SOR = 0 .
GO TO 1 1 0
C
C EVALUATE WEI GHTS
C
2 0  DO 30  I  = 1 , NPTS
21 I F ( MODE) 2 2 , 2 7 , 2 9
22  I F ( Y ( I  ) ) 2 5 , 2 7 , 2 3
23 W E I G H T ( I )  = 1 .  /  Y ( I )
GO TO 30
25 W E I G H T ( I ) = 1 .  /  ( - Y ( I ) )
GO TO 30  
27 W E I G H T ( I ) = 1 .
GO TO 30
29 W E I G H T ( I ) = 1 .  /  S I G M A Y ( I ) * * 2
3 0  CONTI NUE  
C
C EVALUATE ALPHA AND BETA MAT RI CES
C
31 DO 3 4  J = 1 , NTERMS 
B E T A ( J ) = 0 .
DO 3 4  K = 1 , J  
34  A L P H A ( J , K ) = 0 .
41  DO 50 I = 1 , NPTS
CALL F D E R I V ( X , I , A , D E L T A A , N T E R M S , D E R I V )
DO 4 6  J = 1 , NTERMS
B E T A ( J ) = B E T A ( J )  + WE I G H T ( I ) * ( Y ( I ) - F U N C T N ( X , I , A ) ) * D E R I  V ( J y 
DO 4 6  K = 1 , J
O')
00
4 6  A L p H A ( J , K ) = A L P H A ( J , K ) + WEI GHT ( I ) * D E R I  V ( J ) * O E R I  V ( K )
50  CONTI NUE
51 DO 53  J = I , N T E R M S
DO 53  K = 1 , J
53  A L P H A ( K , J ) = A L P H A ( J , K )
C
C EVALUATE CH I  SQUARE AT S T A R T I N G  POI NT
C
61 DO 6 2  I = I , N P T S
6 2  Y F I T ( I ) = F U N C T N ( X » I  * A )
6 3  C H I S Q 1 = F C H I S Q ( Y , S I G M A Y , N P T S , N F R E E , M O D E , Y F I T )
C
C I N V E R T  M O D I F I E D  CURVATURE MA T R I X  TO F I N D  NEW PARAMETERS
C
71 DO 7 4  J = I  , NTERMS
DO 7 3  K = 1 , NTERMS
73 AR R A Y ( J , K ) = A L P H A ( J , K ) /  S O R T ( A L P H A ( J , J ) *  A L P H A { K , K ) )
7 4  ARRA Y ( J , J ) = L.  + FLAMDA
80  CALL M A T I N V ( A R R A Y , N T E R M S , D E T )
81  DO 8 4  J = 1 , NTERMS 
8 ( J ) = A ( J )
DO 8 4  K = 1 , NTERMS 
8 4  B ( J ) = B ( J ) + B E T A ( K ) * A R R A Y ( J , K ) / S Q R T ( A L P H A ( J , J ) * A L P H A ( K , K - V - )
C
C I F  CHI  SQURAE I NCREASED,  I NCREASE FLAMDA AND - R Y  AGAI N
C
91 DO 9 2  I  = 1 , N P T S
9 2  Y F I T ( I ) = F U N C T N ( X , I , B )
93  CHI SQR = F C H I S Q I Y , S I G M A Y . N P T S , N F R E E , M O D E , Y F I T )
I F I C H I S Q 1  -  C H I S Q R )  9 5 , 1 0 1 , 1 0 1
95  FLAMDA = 1 0 .  *  FLAMDA
GO TO 71
C
C EVALUATE PARAMETERS AND U N C E R T A I N T I E S
C
101  DO 1 0 3  J = 1 , NTERMS
A { J ) = B { J )
1 0 3  S I G M A A ( J )  = D S O R T ( A R R A Y ! J , J ) /  A L P H A ( J , J ) )
FLAMDA = FLAMDA /  1 0 .
1 1 0  RETURN
END
ty
SUBROUTI NE MA F I N V  ( ARRAY*  NORDER,  DET)  
OOURLE P R E C I S I O N  ARRAY,  AMAX,  SAVE 
DOUBLE P R E C I S I O N  DABS
D I M E N S I O N  A R R A Y ( 1 0 , 1 0 ) ,  I K ( 1 0 ) ,  J K ( 1 0 )
10  DE T= L .
11 DO 1 0 0  K = l ,  NORDER 
A MA X=0 •
21 DO 30  I = K , NORDER 
DO 3 0  J = K , NORDER
23 I F  ( D A B S ( A M A X ) - D A B S ( A R R A Y ( I , J ) ) )  2 4 ,  2 4 ,  30
2 4  AMAX=ARRAY( I , J )
I K ( K ) = I
J K ( K ) = J
30 CONT I NUE
31 I F  ( AMAX)  4 1 ,  3 2 ,  41
32 DE F = 0 .
GO TO 1 4 0  
41 I = I K ( K )
I F  ( I - K )  2 1 ,  5 1 ,  4 3  
4 3  DO 50  J = l ,  NORDER 
SAVE = A R R A Y ( K ,  J )
A R R A Y ( K , J ) = A R R A Y ( I , J )
5 0  ARRAY(  I , J ) = - S A V E
51 J = J K ( K )
I F  ( J - K )  2 1 ,  5 1 ,  53  
53 DO 6 0  1 = 1 ,  NORDER 
S A V E = A RRAY ( I , K )
A R R A Y ( I , K ) = A R R A Y ( I , J )
6 0  ARRA Y ( I , J ) = - S A V F
61 DO 70  1 = 1 ,  NORDER 
I F  ( I - K )  6 3 ,  7 0 ,  6 3
6 3  A R R A Y ( I , K ) = - A R R A Y (  I  , K ) / AMAX
7 0  CONTI NUE
71 DO 80  1 = 1 ,  NORDER 
DO 80  J = l ,  NORDER 
I F  ( I - K )  7 4 ,  8 0 ,  7 4
7 4  I F  ( J - K )  7 5 ,  8 0 ,  75
75  A R R A Y ( I , J ) = ARRAY( I , J ) + A R R A Y ( I , K ) * A R R A Y ( K , J )
8 0  CONTI NUE
81 DO 9 0  J = l ,  NORDER 
I F  ( J - K )  8 3 ,  9 0 ,  83
8 3  AR R A Y ( K , J ) = A R R A Y ( K , J ) / A M A X  
9 0  CONTI NUE
A R R A Y ( K , K )  = 1 . / A M A X
1 0 0  DET=DPT* AMAX
101  DO 1 3 0  1 = 1 ,  NORDER
o
K = N 0 R D E R - L + 1  
J = I K ( K )
I F  ( J - K )  1 1 1 , 1 1 1 , 1 0 5  
1 0 5  DO 1 1 0  1 = 1 ,  NORDER 
S A V E = A R R A Y ( I , K )
A R R A Y ( I , K ) = - A R R A Y ( I , J )
110  ARRAY( I , J ) = S A V E
111 I = J K ( K )
I F  ( I - K )  1 3 0 ,  1 3 0 ,  1 1 3  
1 1 3  DO 1 2 0  J = 1 , NORDER 
S A V F = A R R A Y ( K » J )
AR R A Y ( K , J ) = - A R R A Y (  I , J ) 
120  ARRAY( I , J ) = S A V E  
1 3 0  CONTI NUE  
140  RETURN 
END
-j
FUNC TION FCH ISQ(Y,SIGMAY*NPTS*NFREE* MODE*YFIT)
C
C PURPOSE
C EVALUATE REDUCED CHI  SQUARE FOR F I T  TO DATA
C F C H I S Q  = SUM ( ( Y - Y F I T ) * * 2  /  S I G M A * * 2 )  /  NFREE
C
C USAGE
C RESULT = F C H I S Q ( Y * S I G M A Y * N P T S * N F R E E * M O D E * Y F I T )
C
C D E S C R I P T I O N  OF PARAMETERS
C Y ARRAY OF DATA P OI NT S
C SI GMAY -  ARRAY OF STANDARD D E V I A T I O N S  FOR DATA POI N T S
C NPTS -  NIJMBFR OF DATA POI NT S
C NFREE -  NUMBER OF DEGREES OF FREEDOM
C MODE -  DETERMI NES METHOD OF WE I G H T I N G  LEAS T- SQUARES - FI T
C +1 ( I N S T R U M E N T A L )  W E I G H T ( I )  = 1 . / S I G M A Y ( I ) * * 2
C 0 (NO WE I G H T I N G )  WE I G H T ( I ) = 1 .
C - 1  ( S T A T I S T I C A L )  W E I G H T ( I  ) = l . / Y ( I )
C Y F I T  -  ARRAY OF CALCULATED VALUES OF Y
C
DOUBLE P R E C I S I O N  C H I S O , W E I G H T  
DI  MENS I ON Y { 1 0  ) , S I G M A Y ( 1 0 ) , Y F I T ( 1 0 )
11 CHI  SO = 0 .
12 I F ( N F R E E )  1 3 * 1 3 * 2 0
13  F CHI SQ = 0 .
GO TO 4 0
C
C ACCUMULATE CHI  SQUARE
C
20 DO 30  I = 1 »Np TS
21 I F { MODE) 22 * 2 7 * 2 9
22 I F ( Y ( I ) )  2 5 * 2 7 * 2 3
23  WEI GHT = 1 * /  Y ( I )
GO TO 30
2 5  WEI GHT = 1 • /  ( — Y ( I ) )
GO TO 30  
27  WEI GHT = 1 .
GO TO 3 0
29  WEI GHT = 1 .  /  S I G M A Y ( I ) * * 2
30  C HI S Q = C H I S Q  + WEI GHT *  ( Y ( I )  -  Y F I T ( I ) ) * * 2
C
C O I V I D F  BY NUMBER OF DEGREES OF FREEDOM
C
31 FREE = NFREE
3? FCHI SQ = C H I S Q  /  FREE
4 0  RETURN
END
FUNCTION FUNCTN(X,I,A)
C
c X -  ARRAY OF DATA POI N T S  FOR I NDEPENDENT VARI ABL E
C I -  I NDEX OF DATA POI N T S
C A -  ARRAY OF PARAMETERS
C
D I M E N S I O N  X ( 1 0 ) t A ( 1 0  )
XI  = X ( I )
EX = 1 .
FUNCTN = A (1  )
D E X = X I * * E X
F U N C T N = F U N C T N * ( 1 . 0 + ( A ( 2 ) / A ( 1 ) ) * D E X )
RETURN
END
SUBROUTI NE F D E R I V I X , I , A , D E L T A A , N T E R MS , D E R I V )
C
C PURPOSE
C EVALUATES D E R I V A T I V E S  OF F UNC T I ON FOR L EAST- SQUARES SEARCH
C
DI MENS I ON X I 10), A ( 10)tD E L T A A ( 10 ) ,D E R I V I 10)
XI  = X ( I )
EX = 1 .
D E X = X I * * E X  
DO 10 J = It 3 
10 DERI  V ( J ) = 0.
D E R I V ( 1)=1 .0 
DERI  V ( 2 ) = DEX 
RETURN 
END
FUNCTION AV G lUtN»I»K)
C
C K= 1
C F U N C T I ON  TO CALCULATE AVERAGE OVER
C ONE I NDE X  OF A 2 - D  ARRAY
C
0 1 MENS I ON A < 1 0 , H )
SUM = 0 . 0
I F ( K . F Q . 2 )  GO TO 4  
DO 1 3 0 0  J = 1 »N 
1 3 0 0  S U M = S U M + A ( I , J )
AN= N 
GO TO 5
C
C K= 2
C F UNC T I ON TO CALCULATE AVERAGE OF
C ALL ELEMENTS OF A 2 - D  ARRAY
C
4  DO 1 6 0 0  L = l t N  
DO 1 5 0 0  J = 1 9 8
1 5 0 0  SUM= S UM+ A( L t J )
1 6 0 0  CONT I NUE
AN=N
AN=f i  « 0 * A N
5 AVG1 = SUM/ A N  
RETURN
END
-j
FUNCTION STDVlI A,AVG,N,I,SQ,K)
C
C K= I
C F UNCTI ON TO CALCULATE S T D .  D E V .
C OVER ONE I NDEX OF A 2 - D  ARRAY
C
D I M E N S I O N  A ( LO , H ) v SOI  8)
S U MS Q = 0 . 0
I E I K . F 0 . 2 )  GO TO 6 
DO 1 AGO J = 1 , N  
S O I J  ) = ( A { I , J ) - A V G  ) * * 2  
1 4 0 0  S UMS Q= SU MS O+ S O( J )
AN=N  
GO TO 7
C
C K= ?
C F U N C T I ON  TO CALCULATE S T D .  D E V .
C ALL ELEMENTS OF A 2 - D  ARRAY
C
6 DO 1 8 0 0  L = 1 ? N 
DO 1 7 0 0  J = 1 r  8
D V = I A ( L * J ) - A V G > * * 2
1 7 0 0  SUM SQ = SUMSO+DV
1 8 0 0  CONTI NUE
AN=N
A N = 8 . 0 * A N
7 AN=AN-1.0
SO A V = SUMSO/ AN  
STDV1 = S0RT(  SOAV)
RE TURN 
END
<_n
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